List of Materials needed for Hanoch Piven’s Workshop:
A projector and speakers to connect to a laptop are needed for the first part of the workshop.
1-Each participant (or group) should have a base to work on. Something thick and sturdy.
A thick sturdy board, (cardboard or foamcore).
Size at least 11 x 17 inch. (around 30x50 cm) for individual
or at least 17x24 inches (around 50x70 cm) for a group.
2- At the center of a room there should be a large table with all the materials,
paraphernalia and objects to use. This is the “buffet”. Anything (clean and safe) can be in the
buffet: old broken toys, combs, hairpins, computer parts, buttons, screws, old photos,
little figures, feathers, screws, nails, etc.
It is important to stay away from the usual arts and crafts materials. Please no pipe cleaners
and other usual suspects. New unexpected objects will create a new experience.
It is suggested to have the objects (the bits and pieces) somewhat sorted.
Please, tell the students and staff to start collecting weeks in advance!
This will create a lot of enthusiasm and positive energy in advance.
3- A variety of colored papers will also be very useful . Since the participants won’t be using
paint and brushes, they can use color paper to create colored backgrounds and shapes.
4- One set of general working tools could be good to have around (hammer, Xcto knife, plyers
and wire) + one set of fast drying epoxy glue is good to have as well just in case.
Materials for each table where people work. (suggesting tables of 6-8, no chairs needed)
5- One or two pairs of scissors
6- White plastic glue
7- Hot glue guns. (at least one for every four participants)
(It is important to make sure that each table has access to an electrical plug, and it is
recommended to tape the extension cables to the floor)
8- Silicon glue sticks to put in each gun
9- Plastic bowls to collect stuff from the ‘buffet’ and bring it to the table.

